NAPLES
Naples is a typical mediterranean city, where the blue sea is the background of a millenium history.
Founded by the Greeks in the VII century B.C. it became one of the favorite holiday places of the rich Romans.
During the medieval period it became an indipendent Dukedom and soon after it was the capital of a Kingdom
for four centuries.
Greek, Romans, Byzantines, Normans, French and Spanish have all left their traces in its monuments and
traditions.
Naples was built on the tomb of the siren Partenope and it continues to be a fascinating and musical place.
It is the city where the pizza was born and famous songs like O Sole Mio were written.
37 museums, 300 churches and one of Europes most beautiful undergrounds to be seen.
Not to forget its breathtaking setting of Vesuvio and Capri.
The classical tour
Duration of the tour 8 hours
Guide service € 560
Tkt Cloister of Santa Chiara € 6 pp
Tkt Cappella San Severo € 9 pp with skip the line - closed on Tuesdays
A tour around the ancient part of the city (Church of Santa Chiara, the Cathedral of Saint Gennaro, via San
Gregorio Armeno and Sansevero Chapel)
Lunch in an typical restaurant or pizzeria
A panormic tour by car or by bus of Santa Lucia, Mergellina, Posillipo, the sea-front of Caracciolo and a walk
through the historical centre (all externally, New Castle, Plebiscito Square, Royal Palace, San Carlo Theatre and
Humbert I Arcade Gallery)
Naples, the capital of the Kingdom
Duration of the tour 6 hours
Guide service € 420
Tkt Museum of Capodimonte € 12 pp - closed on Wednesdays
Visit to the Museum of Capodimonte
Lunch in an typical restaurant or pizzeria
A panormic tour by car or by bus of Santa Lucia, Mergellina, Posillipo, the sea-front of Caracciolo and a walk
through the historical centre (all externally, New Castle, Plebiscito Square, Royal Palace, San Carlo Theatre and
Humbert I Arcade Gallery)
Discovery tour of unknown monuments and ancient traditions
• A tour of Sanità neighbourhood with its impressive Ossuary, Catacombs, baroque churches,
eighteenth century buildings and street art
• The Vomero neighbourhood, discovering it beautiful liberty buildings and ancient stairways
• The modern city: visit to the spectacular underground know as the famous “The Art Station”
• Visit to the museum of San Martino and Villa Floridiana
• Visit to Villa Pignatelli and a stroll along the famous Riviera of Chiaia up to the Castel dell’ovo
Duration of the tour 4-5 hours
Guide service € 350
Tkt Catacombs € 9 pp
Tkt San Martino Museum € 6 pp - closed on Wednesdays
Tkt Villa Floridiana € 4 pp - closed on Tuesdays
Tkt Villa Pignatelli € 5 pp - closed on Tuesdays
It’s possible to effect themal visit, which can be organized on request of the client.
We can organize visits to famous ateliers of artisans of nativity cribs, ties, bags, umbrellas, corals and cameos.
Or even food and wine tours, where we combine art with the tasting of all it offers the Neapolitan tradition,
including sweet and savory. We also offer the possibility to do a mini course of pizza making organized by a
famous neapolitan pizzaiolo.

POMPEII
A visit to the ancient Pompeii is an enchanting journey in the use and costumes of a rich city of the Roman
Empire. In the year 79 D.C. the Vesuvius woke up from its lethargy and in only few hours Pompeii and its
citizens were buried under meters and meters of volcanic ash and lapillus
The city was discovered only in 1748 so it was preserved from the elements and men.
Time stopped all of a sudden and today Pompeii is a snapshot of the daily life of that epoch.
Magnificent residences, shops, thermal baths, theatres temples, inns, hotels as well as a brothel and an
amphitheater tell us what a high standard of living the pompeians had,
The bodies of the victims are a visual testimony of the greatest tragedy of the ancient world.
The vesuvian area is rich of archeological testimony therefore it’s possible to integrate with the visit of the
ancient pompeii another site: the patrician villas of Stabiae, the country villas of Boscoreale, Oplontis or
Herculaneum.
Between the two tours one can have lunch in a typical restaurant, where the guest can try dishes taken from
the recipes of Apicio, a famous chef of the ancient Rome.
A total immersion in the local history of two thousand years ago.
It is also possible to combine the visit of an archeological site with the visit of the Archaeological Museum or
the ascension to the Vesuvius National Park.
Visits to museums and archaeological areas are considered technical visits
Visit a single site or museum
Duration of the tour 2 hours
Guide service € 160
Duration of the tour 3 hours
Guide service € 240
Visit two sites or site + museum
Duration of the tour 6 hours
Guide service € 420
Visit of 1 site + Vesuvius
Duration of the tour 6 hours
Guide service € 420
FD with lunch
Duration of the tour 8 hours
Guide service € 560
Typical Roman lunch € 40 pp
Tkt Pompei with skip the line € 17 pp
For other archaeological sites the cost of the tkt is from 7 to 15 euros pp
Archaeological Museum € 15 pp - closed on Tuesdays

VESUVIO
The Vesuvius symbol of the gulf and protagonist of hystories and legend. Famous for the eruption that
destroyed Pompeii and other small vesuvian villages.
The surronding area is a National Park since 1995. It is considered to be one of the ten most dangerous
volcanos of the world.
The slope up to the crater can be done by bus/car or jeep bus 4x4 and then the last part done on foot.
In both case the walk offers suggestive views of ancient lava flows and a rich and variety of vegetation.

Vesuvius - Pompeii
In the morning a tour to the top of the Vesuvius by a bus jeep 4x4.
Reached 1000 altitude we have to continue on foot across one of the most beautiful paths of the park.
Arrived at the crater it is possible to take a pause in a chalet and restaurant with a jug of lacryma christi wine
and a taste of salami and chese.
In the afternoon visit of the archaeological area of Pompeii.
Duration of the tour 6 - 7 hours
Guide service € 490
Entrance Pompeii with skip the line € 17 pp
Bus-jeep + Entrance Park of Vesuvius € 22
Cutting board + wine € 15 pp
Vesuvius – Wine Cellar
In the morning a tour to the vesuvio by bus car or 4x4
After the visit there will be a stop at one famous wine companies where the guest can visit the vineyards, the
wine cellars, discovering the secrets of the local wines, known from roman time and praised by Pliny the older.
The guest can dine here, tasting delicious traditional dishes and various types of wines as well as liqueurs
produced here, surronded by the breathtaking view at the foot of the Vesuvius with the island of Capri.
Duration of the tour 4 - 5 hours
Guide service € 350
Bus-jeep + entrance to the crater € 22
Wine Cellar € 40 pp

AMALFI COAST
The divine coast of Amalfi is one of the most beautiful of the world. A rocky rampart in which there are
embedded jewels such as Positano, Amalfi and Ravello. Inhabited since prehistoric times and famous in the
Middle Ages for hosting one of the four glorious Maritime Republics of Italy
Today is one of the most visited places in the world, a privileged set for filming and publicity.
Today is one of the most visited places in the world, privileged set for filming and publicity: lemon groves
overlooking the sea, villages with the characteristic buildings in Arab-Amalfitan style, beaches, caves and
splendid bays.
The Amalfi Coast offers many ideas for visit.
The standard visit is made by bus/car and includes panoramic stops along the route.
We will stop in Conca Dei Marini to visit the Emerald Grotto and then continue by boat to Amalfi. Visit of the
town and its wonderful Cathedral.
Lunch in a typical restaurant.
In the afternoon we will reach Ravello to visit Villa Rufolo, in which garden is held a famous Music Festival.
Other option is to visit Positano, Amalfi and Ravello.
Duration of the tour 8 hours
Guide service € 560

